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ch for automatically differentiable
unitary coupled-cluster on quantum computers†

Jakob S. Kottmann, *ab Abhinav Anand a and Alán Aspuru-Guzik *abcd

We develop computationally affordable and encoding independent gradient evaluation procedures for

unitary coupled-cluster type operators, applicable on quantum computers. We show that, within our

framework, the gradient of an expectation value with respect to a parameterized n-fold fermionic

excitation can be evaluated by four expectation values of similar form and size, whereas most standard

approaches, based on the direct application of the parameter-shift-rule, come with an associated cost of

O ð22nÞ expectation values. For real wavefunctions, this cost can be further reduced to two expectation

values. Our strategies are implemented within the open-source package Tequila and allow blackboard

style construction of differentiable objective functions. We illustrate initial applications through extended

adaptive approaches for electronic ground and excited states.
1 Introduction

The proposition of using the quantum phase estimation algo-
rithm to extract eigenenergies of electronic Hamiltonians with
the help of quantum computers1 resulted in various new
research ideas for quantum chemistry on quantum computers.
One such direction was the introduction and successful
demonstration of the quantum variational eigensolver (VQE),2,3

a new method for approximating eigenenergies with current
and near-term quantum hardware in mind. Variational
quantum algorithms apply the variational principle to expec-
tation values of a parameterized quantum circuit U(q) and
a qubit Hamiltonian H by optimizing the parameters with
a classical optimization algorithm

min
q
ðhHiUðqÞÞhmin

q
ðh0|U†ðqÞHUðqÞ|0iÞ: (1)

The original proposal of VQE inspired development of
numerous new variational quantum algorithms for estimating
energies of quantum chemical and many-body models on
quantum computers (see recent reviews4,5) as well as in various
other elds, including quantum machine learning,6–13 combi-
natorial optimization,14 and quantum optics.15–17 These
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developments in combination with the recent availability of
open access quantum computers,18 and signicant improve-
ments of currently available quantum hardware19–21 are
currently clearing the path towards Feynman's original idea of
simulating physics with quantum computers22 leveraging this
powerful tool to elucidate challenging chemical processes.23

Gradient based optimization methods are not always the
canonical choice for variational quantum algorithms. Their
applicability depends strongly on the number of used parameters
and the form of the parameterized quantum gates. For specic
types of gates, the evaluation of analytical gradients of expectation
values becomes comparably cheap by applying the parameter-
shi-rule,24 where the expectation value has to be evaluated two
times with shied parameters, leading to elegant and computa-
tionally feasible implementations of automatic differentiation
within quantum algorithms pioneered within PennyLane.25

While automatic differentiation is becoming a standard
technique in quantum computing or classical machine learning
algorithms, it started to gain attention in classical quantum
chemistry as well. Examples are within the optimization of basis
set parameters,26 classical coupled-cluster amplitudes,27

response properties,28 nuclear derivatives29–31 or new frontiers in
excited state methods.32 In this work, we extend the framework
of automatically differentiable quantum algorithms to unitary
coupled-cluster in its separated framework.33–35 We develop
procedures to calculate the gradients of expectation values,
generated by arbitrary n-fold fermionic excitation operators, by
compiling it into linear combinations of expectation values,
that can be evaluated on quantum computers. Similar to the
parameter-shi-rule,24 those expectation values include the
original excitation unitaries with shied parameters but require
an additional unitary generated by the nullspace projector of
the corresponding excitation generator. If all underlying
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 3497–3508 | 3497
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wavefunctions are real we show that two of the four expectation
values become equivalent, which reduces the computational
cost to two. The main results are summarized in Table 1. All
developed techniques are implemented in the open-source
package Tequila36 and allow blackboard style construction of
automatically differentiable objectives constructed from fer-
mionic excitation operators and other quantum gates. We
present explicit code examples and initial application for elec-
tronic ground and excited states.
2 Methodology

The framework of unitary coupled-cluster allows the construc-
tion of quantum circuits as a product of unitaries that create
fermionic excitations within the wavefunction. Those unitary
operations can be described in terms of their hermitian
generators G as

UðqÞ ¼ e�i
q
2
G (2)

where the generators for singles, doubles and n-fold fermionic
excitations are given by

Gpq ¼ i(a†paq � a†qap), (3)

Gpqrs ¼ i(a†paqa
†
ras � h.c.), (4)

Gpq ¼ i

 Yn
i¼1

a†pi aqi � h:c:

!
; (5)

with a†, a being the usual anti-commuting fermionic creation
and annihilation operators.4,37–40 Given the condition that the
generator G of a parametrized unitary U(q) ¼ e�iqG has only two
distinct eigenvalues �r, Schuld et al.24 showed that the direct
measurement of the analytical gradient of expectation values
hJ|Ô|Ji h hOiUJ, formed from unitaries UJ including U(q),
and some hermitian operator Ĥ, can be achieved as

vhHiXUðqÞY
vq

¼ rðhHiXUðqþ sÞY � hHiXUðq� sÞY Þ (6)

with s ¼ p

4r
and where we used UJ(q) ¼ XU(q)Y to illustrate the

differentiable gate U(q) within a larger abstracted unitary,
Table 1 Overview over the used fermionic generators in this work.
The gradient cost is given as a factor with respect to the cost of the
evaluation of the original expectation value. See eqn (5), (11) and (33)
for the definition of the G and G� generators and how to construct
them using the nullspace projector P0

Generator form
Gradient
cost Strategy

Gpq ¼
P
i

cisi O ð22nÞ Shi-rule (6)

Gpq ¼ 1

2
ðGþ þ G�Þ 4 Fermionic-shi (16)

Real wavefunctions

Gpq ¼ 1

2
ðGþ þ G�Þ 2 Fermionic-shi (19)

Generator approximation
Gpq z G� 2 Shi-rule (6)
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symbolized by X and Y as arbitrary placeholders. Further
improvements on this gradient evaluation technique in the
context of stochastic sampling,41 higher order derivatives,42

classical simulation43 and noisy evaluations44 have been devel-
oped, making it a standard tool within variational quantum
algorithms. If the condition of having only two distinct eigen-
values does not hold for the generator, the analytical gradient
can still be obtained by more sophisticated techniques. One is
the decomposition of U(q) into a product of directly differen-
tiable unitaries45 and another involves the execution of the
unitary controlled by an additional ancillary qubit.24,46 The fer-
mionic generators of eqn (3)–(5) do not fulll the necessary
condition to be directly differentiable but their gradients can
still be evaluated by these extended approaches, where the latter
has been demonstrated by Romero et al.46 The decomposition
approach can be realized in a straightforward way described in
the following. In order to be executable on a general quantum
computer, the n-fold excitation generators of eqn (5) are trans-
formed into qubit operators by writing them as a linear
combination of tensor-products of Pauli matrices si, oen
referred to as Pauli strings

Gpq ¼
X
i

ciðp;qÞsiðp;qÞ (7)

where the length of the sum and the individual form of the
coefficients c and Pauli strings s depends on the generator and
the chosen transformation. The Pauli strings arising from an
individual generator commute amongst each other46 so that the
qubit unitary generated from those Pauli strings decomposes

into a product of multi-Pauli rotations ei
q
2G/

Q
k
ei

q
2cksk . Since

individual Pauli strings s are self-inverse they only have two
distinct eigenvalues (�1) making the unitaries generated by
them directly differentiable. The gradient can then be evaluated
by combining the product rule of calculus with the parameter-
shi-rule of eqn (6). Usually the generators of n-fold fermionic
excitation operators are transformed into O ð22n�1Þ Pauli strings
by the Jordan–Wigner or Bravyi–Kitaev transformation.47–50 This
will lead to the evaluation of O ð22nÞ expectation values in order
to obtain their gradients by decomposition into directly differ-
entiable gates.

In the following we will show how to evaluate the gradients of
n-fold fermionic excitation operators with a constant cost factor
of 4 instead of O ð22nÞ. For real wavefunctions this cost factor can
be lowered to 2, making it equivalent in cost as the simplest
nite difference stencils. We will start with generalized opera-
tors – that don't have to be fermionic excitations – and aer-
wards show how those operators can be constructed in the
fermionic representation. For the convenience of the reader, we
summarize our ndings in Table 1 and illustrate the imple-
mentation of the automatic differentiation within Tequila36 in
Fig. 1.
2.1 Generator decomposition

The generators Gpq (5) of fermionic excitations act only non-
trivially on states with all p orbitals empty and all q orbitals
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 Automatic differentiation for fermionic operators: schematic
overview over standard approaches acting on the qubit level using eqn
(6) (top) and the general gradient evaluation schemes on the fermionic
level according to eqn (16) (middle) as well as for real wavefunctions
according to eqn (19) (bottom). See also Table 1 for a general overview
and eqn (18) for the definition of the fermionic shift gates Ua

�.
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occupied or vice versa. On all other states the generators act as
zeroes, so that the corresponding unitary acts as identity oper-
ator. As a consequence, the generators have three distinct
eigenvalues, �1 and 0 (see the ESI† for more details). We can
formally write the generator as the sum over the projectors P+,
P� and P0, that project onto the spaces spanned by the eigen-
functions of G, multiplied by their corresponding eigenvalues
�1 and 0. The generator can then formally be written as

G ¼ P+ � P�. (8)

Note that the projector P0 is not included due to its zero
eigenvalue. The individual projectors P� themselves have two
distinct eigenvalues (0 and 1) and commute amongst them-
selves due to the orthogonality of the eigenstates. The generated
unitary can then be split into two directly differentiable parts
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
e�i
q
2
G ¼ e�i

q
2
Pþeþi

q
2
P� (9)

reducing the gradient cost to a constant factor of 4 when the
parameter-shi-rule is combined with the product rule. In Fig. 1
this procedure is schematically illustrated and compared with
the standard approach that applies the parameter-shi-rule on
the qubit level to each Pauli string individually. An alternative
way to split the generator is by adding (subtracting) the null-
space projector P0 to the generators

G ¼ 1

2
ðGþ þ G�Þ (10)

introducing the self-inverse generators

G� ¼ G � P0. (11)

G�
2 ¼ P+ + P� + P0 ¼ 1, (12)

where the last equation holds due to the completeness and
orthonormality of the eigenspace projectors. Both ways of
splitting the generator will result in similar quantum circuits
since the unitaries generated by G� just differ by a phase from
the unitaries generated by P� (see eqn (25)) and we will mostly
stick with the G� generators, since they share many properties
with single qubit rotations and can be treated as generalized
multi-qubit rotations

e�i
q
2
1
2
G� ¼ cos

�q
4

�
� i sin

�q
4

�
G�: (13)

Using this formula we can express how a unitary, generated
by a fermionic excitation, acts in a closed analytical form (see
the ESI† for a detailed derivation)

UðqÞ ¼ e�i
q
2
G ¼ cos

�q
2

�
� i sin

�q
2

�
G þ

�
1� cos

�q
2

��
P0: (14)

When acting on a specic electronic conguration |Fi the
unitary acts as a unit operator if the conguration is in the
nullspace of the generator, or, as a rotation between the original
conguration and the n-fold excited conguration

UðqÞ|Fi ¼
8<
:

|Fi; P0|Fi ¼ |Fi�
cos
�q
2

�
� i sin

�q
2

�
G
�
|Fi; else

: (15)

Note that the generated superpositions are real due to the
denition of the hermitian generators G in eqn (5).
2.2 Exact analytical gradients

With the splitting of the generators introduced in eqn (10),
analytical gradients of n-fold fermionic excitations can be
evaluated by combining the parameter-shi-rule with the
product rule of calculus. Due to the product rule, this will lead
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 3497–3508 | 3499
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to a gradient cost factor of 4, meaning that 4 expectation values
with similar cost to the original expectation value have to be
evaluated

vhHiXUðqÞY
vq

¼ r
X

a˛fþ;�g

�hHiXUa
þY � hHiXUa

�Y
�

(16)

where Ua
� denotes the fermionic unitaries with shied Ga part.

Following ref. 24 the shi will be s ¼ p

4r
¼ p with r ¼ 1

4
.

Using an automatically differentiable framework, as for
example offered in Tequila,36 this gradient evaluation procedure
can be implemented in a straightforward way. Using the most
straightforward realization of this scheme, the explicit imple-
mentation of the unitary that is being differentiated will require
approximately twice the number of native quantum gates as in
the original expectation value since the two generators G�
decompose into a similar number of Pauli strings as the orig-
inal generator G. Note however, that this only holds for the
unitary that is being differentiated, so the overall gate count for
the gradients will just grow by a small constant that can be
mitigated by applying more advanced compiling and gate
fusion techniques. We will now show one simplication that
can already be done on the fermionic level and that will result in
the original unitary plus a unitary generated by it's nullspace
projector P0. Consider the rst part of the product rule in eqn
(16), where the parameter-shi is performed on the G+ gener-
ator, i.e. a ¼ +. The shied unitary is then

Uþ
� ¼ e�i

1
4
ðq� pÞGþe�i

q
4
G� ¼ e

�i1
2

�
q� p

2

�
G
e
� i
2

�
� p

2

�
P0

; (17)

and if we shi the G� part, we will arrive at the same expression
with inverted sign on the P0 dependent part. In general this
fermionic shi operator can be written as a product of the

shied fermionic gate U� ¼ U
�
q� p

2

�
and an additional,

parameter independent, gate Ua
0 generated by the nullspace

projector of the generator

Ua
�ðqÞ ¼ U�ðqÞUa

0 ¼ e
�i1
2

�
q� p

2

�
G
e
�a i

2

�
� p

2

�
P0

; a˛fþ1; � 1g:
(18)
2.3 Real wavefunctions

In the following we will present a strategy to lower the cost of the
exact gradient formula in eqn (16) to only two expectation values
under the condition that the involved wavefunctions are real. In
particular we demand that for a general quantum circuit XU(q)Y the
wavefunctions Y|0i are real and that the part denoted by X only
generates real superpositions. For pure unitary coupled-cluster type
circuits this reduces to the requirement of a real reference wave-
function. Under this conditions, two parts of the sum in eqn (16)
become equivalent and the gradient can be evaluated as
3500 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 3497–3508
vhHiXUY

vq
¼ 1

2

�hHiXUa
þY � hHiXUa

�Y
�

(19)

where a can be freely chosen to be either + or �. Note that the

shi in the shied fermionic gate U� is s ¼ p

2
making the

evaluation scheme of eqn (19) similar to the parameter-shi-

rule for single qubit rotations (eqn (6) with r ¼ 1
2
) with the

only difference being the Ua
0 gate aer the shied unitaries.

Lets start with the exact expression (16) for the analytical
gradient derived in the last section. We can formally decompose
the individual expectation values by inserting the identity as 1¼
P0 + (1 � P0) and using the properties

XUa
�(1 � P0)Y ¼ XU�Y|0i (20)

XUa
�P0Y ¼ e�ai

1
2
p
2XP0Y |0i (21)

where we used the idempotency P0
2 ¼ P0 of the projector and

GP0 ¼ 0 resulting from P0 being the nullspace projector of G. As

in eqn (18), U� ¼ e
�i12
�
q� p

2

�
G

denotes the shied fermionic
unitary. The analytical gradient becomes then

vhHiXUY

vq
¼ 1

4

X
a˛fþ;�g

ðhHiXUþY � hHiXU�Y

þ
�
e�ai

p
4
�
0
��Y †U†

þX
†HXP0Y

��0	þ h:c:




�
�
eai

p
4
�
0
��Y †U†

�X
†HXP0Y

��0	þ h:c:





¼ 1

2
ðhHiXUþY � hHiXU�YÞ þ R

(22)

where the rst part is the same formula as for single qubit
rotations and the second part denotes the residual R that can be
written as

R ¼ 1

4

�
cdþ þ c*d*

þ � cd� � c*d*
�
�

þ1

4

�
c*dþ þ cd*

þ � c*d� � cd*
�
�
; (23)

using d� ¼ h0|Y†U†
+X

†HXP0Y|0i and c ¼ e�i
p
4 . Under the

assumptions made above, the numbers d� are real numbers
resulting in the two terms in the residual R to become identical.
Note however, that the residue does not vanish. This means,
that for real wavefunctions the two parts of the a sum in eqn
(16) become identical, hence it is sufficient to evaluate only one
part of the product-rule induced sum and scale it by a factor of
two leading to the expression in eqn (19).
2.4 Approximations

If complex wavefunctions are involved, the gradient evaluation
scheme of eqn (19) becomes an approximation. It will however
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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still be exact in cases where the wavefunction Y|0i (using the
notation of the previous section) has no overlap with the nullspace
of the fermionic generator that is being differentiated. Other types
of approximations could be made for example by approximating
the whole generator by either G+ or G� (or equivalently as P�)
which will lead to unitaries that are directly differentiable by the
original shi rule of eqn (6). The generated unitaries will act in the
same way as the unitaries generated from the original generators
but will introduce phase factors to all nullspace elements of the
wavefunction (see eqn (13)). If the wavefunction on which the
unitaries act are not supported on the nullspace of the original
generator G, i.e. P0Y|0i ¼ 0, the unitaries generated by G� will act
identical as unitaries generated by G. This leaves us with three
choices for complex wavefunctions: either using eqn (16) resulting
in exact gradients for the exact fermionic generators with an
associated cost factor of 4, or, using eqn (19) to approximate the
gradient with an associated cost factor of 2, or, approximate the
fermionic generators with eitherG+ orG�where the exact gradient
of the approximated generator can be obtained with eqn (6) with
an associated cost factor of 2.
2.5 Operator construction

In the previous sections we showed how to obtain gradients of
fermionic excitations with an overall cost factor of 4 (eqn (16)) or
a cost factor of 2 (eqn (19)) for real wavefunctions. The deriva-
tion holds in general for operators with 3 distinct eigenvalues
{�r,0,+r}. In eqn (10), the original generators were formally split
into two self-inverse parts G� which are later recombined to
result in a fermionic shi gate (18), combining the shied fer-
mionic excitation gate and an additional unitary generated by
the nullspace projector P0 of the fermionic generator. In order
to construct the fermionic shi gate in eqn (18), one only needs
the nullspace projector P0 along with the original generator G,
which for fermionic excitations is given in eqn (5). Note that the
explicit construction of the G� generators is never necessary,
but they might be used in alternative implementations of the
fermionic shi gate. Given the original generator G and it's
nullspace projector P0, the G� as well as the original eigenspace
projectors P� can be constructed as

G� ¼ G � P0 (24)

P� ¼ � 1

2
ðG� � 1Þ; (25)

where the completeness of the three eigenspace projectors was
used. In the following we will show how the corresponding
nullspace projector can be constructed for fermionic excitation
generators. We will start with an intuitive illustration in the
qubit representation and give the fermionic construction
aerwards.

2.5.1 Qubit perspective. In the Jordan–Wigner encoding N
spin-orbitals are directly mapped to N qubits. The computa-
tional basis-states of the N qubits correspond directly to the
occupation number vectors in second-quantization and
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
annihilation/creation operators are mapped to

s� ¼ 1
2
ðsx � isyÞ qubit operators as well as sz operators on

other qubits

ak ¼ 15k�1sþ
k s

5N�k
z ; (26)

a
†
k ¼ 15k�1s�

k s
5N�k
z : (27)

The transformed generators (5) of fermionic excitations are
acting with s� operations onto qubits where electrons are
excited from/to. Leaving potential phase changes introduced by
sz operators aside, they are acting as

~Gpq ¼ i|oqpihopq| � i|opqihoqp| (28)

where oqp denotes all congurations where the p orbitals are
occupied and the q orbitals are unoccupied with all combi-
nations allowed for all other orbitals. Note, that the operators
in eqn (28) neglect possible sz operations between the indexed
qubits (that would, for example, be present in the single exci-
tations of eqn (3)), those neglected operators will however not
interfere with the structure of the nullspace and we will ignore
them here for the sake of readability. The nullspace of those
generators is formed by the collection of congurations which
are neither denoted by oqp nor o

p
q. A convenient way to construct

the nullspace is over it's complement, which is given by all
conguration onto which the generator acts non-trivial. The
projector 1 � P0 onto the complement of the nullspace can
then be constructed directly and rearranging leads to the
expression for the nullspace projector as

~P0;pq ¼ 1 � |oqpihoqp| � |opqihopq|. (29)

As an example, consider a two electron excitation generator
that excites two electrons from the same spatial orbital to
another spatial orbital, in a four spin-orbital representation this
generator is G ¼ i|0011ih1100| � i|1100ih0011| with the null-
space projector ~P0 ¼ 1 � |1100ih1100| � |0011ih1100| ¼ 1 � Q�

5 Q� 5 Q+ 5 Q+ � Q+ 5 Q+ 5 Q� 5 Q�, and Q� ¼ 1� sz

2
.

Within a larger basis, there will be more qubits, but the
generator will act trivial (or introducing a phase) on them,
leading to all possible combinations in the nullspace projectorP
xy.

|1100xy.ih1100xy.| that will sum up to unit operations asP
xy.

|xy.ihxy.| ¼ 1 ending up in the same expression as before.

In general, the nullspace projector for an n-fold excitation can
be constructed as

~P0;pq ¼ 1�
Yn
i¼1

ðQ�ðpiÞQþðqiÞ þQþðpiÞQ�ðqiÞÞ: (30)

2.5.2 Fermionic perspective. Constructing all generators
directly in their fermionic representation will result in auto-
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 3497–3508 | 350
1
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matic gradient evaluation schemes independent of the under-
lying qubit encoding, allowing exible adaption of new encod-
ings51,52 and improved compiling strategies into quantum
gates.53 In analogy to the qubit construction in eqn (29) the
nullspace projector of a general single, double or n-fold fer-
mionic excitation (5) can be constructed as

P0;pq ¼ 1 � Np
~Nq � Nq

~Np (31)

P0;pqrs ¼ 1 � Np
~NqNr

~Ns � Ns
~NrNq

~Np (32)

P0;pq ¼ 1 � Np0

~Nq0
.Npn

~Nqn
� Nq0

~Np0
.Nqn

~Npn
. (33)

using fermionic particle and hole number operators Npq ¼
a†paq and ~Npq ¼ 1 � Npq ¼ apa

†
q. Note that using the Jordan–

Wigner transformation (27), those operators get transformed
into Q� (see also the next section) and eqn (33) gets transformed
into eqn (30).
2.6 Additional cost in quantum gates

Compared to the original circuit, an implementation of the
fermionic shi gate (18) will require additional gates, resulting
from the Ua

0 unitary that is generated by the nullspace projector
of the fermionic generator. The individual cost of additional
native quantum gates will depend on the qubit encoding of the
fermionic algebra and individual properties of the underlying
hardware, like their connectivity and native operations. See, for
example, ref. 54 for an estimate of the resources required for
different variants of unitary coupled-cluster. It can however be
expected, that those details will affect the Ua

0 unitary similar
ways as the other fermionic unitaries. We will do a rst estimate
by analysing the P0 projector (33) in the Jordan–Wigner
encoding (27) given in eqn (30) and consider the P0 projectors
resulting from single and double excitations explicitly. For the
single excitation P0 projector we get the encoding

~P0;pq ¼ 1�Q�;pQþ;q �Q�;qQþ;p ¼ 1� 1

2
ð1� szðpÞszðqÞÞ: (34)

The Ua
0 gate for single excitations can then be imple-

mented as a two qubit gate generated by sz(p)sz(q). In the
same way, the P0 corresponding to a doubles excitation will
result into 6 non trivial Pauli strings consisting of two sz

operations and one assembled from four sz operations.
Similar to the original fermionic generators, the P0 projector
of an n-fold fermionic excitation will decompose into
O ð22n�1Þ individual Pauli strings which are in this case build
up solely from sz operations with the largest one having sz on
all 2n qubits. The gate cost for implementing the Ua

0 unitary
will therefore always be cheaper than for the associated fer-
mionic excitation and we can upper bound it by the cost of
implementing those.
3 Applications and examples

In the following we will illustrate potential initial applica-
tions for automatically differentiable unitary coupled-
3502 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 3497–3508
cluster. Note, that the techniques developed in this work
allow convenient implementation of those techniques with
computationally cheap gradients but can of course not
guarantee that gradient based optimization schemes
converge. The proposed applications are initial demonstra-
tions of the automatic differentiation techniques developed
within this work, applied to specic examples and should not
be viewed as benchmarks or fully dened methods. Our aim
is rather to provide a generalized toolbox for automatic
differentiable unitary coupled-cluster, employable for the
development of new methods. Our implementation is avail-
able within the free to use and open-source Tequila36

package. The improved gradient evaluation schemes are
automatically applied to already implemented methods like
UpCCGSD54 that was employed in previously developed basis-
set-free methods55 and as an application for the meta-VQE56

approach. Apart from already existing implementations, the
developed schemes can be employed for the development of
new unitary coupled-cluster approaches in a blackboard style
fashion. In the next sections we will illustrate this with
explicit examples.
3.1 Using the implementation within Tequila

The techniques developed within this work are implemented
in the free and open-source package Tequila36 that operates
on abstract expectation values of quantum circuits and
operators, which can themselves be transformed and
combined in an intuitive black-board style way. Our imple-
mentation is inspired by various open-source packages such
as MADNESS,57 PennyLane,25 and DiffiQult,26 that are not
focused on unitary coupled-cluster, but offer intuitive appli-
cation programming interfaces, exposing, oen highly
specialized, numerical algorithms to a broad audience of
interested scientists. Tequila leverages state of the art high-
performance simulators,58,59 quantum chemistry so-
ware57,60,61 and JAX62 for extended automatic differentiation
techniques. Given that access rights are permitted, Tequila
can furthermore access state of the art quantum computers.
Note however, that the quantum circuits of this work are still
too deep in order to produce accurate results on current day
hardware. Combined with the qubit-compressed, low-depth
approaches of ref. 55 successful demonstration on emerging
quantum computers can however be anticipated. For the
results of this work we interfaced Qulacs58 as simulation
backend, the BFGS implementation of SciPy,63 molecular
integrals from Psi4 (ref. 64) and qubit encodings from
OpenFermion.60

As an illustration of how our implementation can be
employed we will give the explicit code that sequentially solves
for ground and excited states of the hydrogen molecule in
a minimal representation where we have two electrons in four
spin-orbitals – STO-3G(2,4). The results in the following
sections are obtained in similar ways. The ground and excited
states are solved using eqn (37) and, in the explicit code
example, we restrict the unitary to a single double excitation
generated by G(0,2),(1,3) where two electrons are transferred
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Energy and gradients of a toy model: expectation value and
gradients of the hydrogen molecule in a minimal representation with
a unitary restricted to a single double excitation. See the main text for
explicit illustration of how to construct the abstract expectation values
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between the two spin-up orbitals (0 and 2) and spin-down
orbitals (1 and 3).

since usually unitary coupled-cluster wavefunctions are real,
the default gradient evaluation is done according to eqn (19).
For complex wavefunctions the exact gradients can be
demanded through further keywords in the make_-
excitation_gate function. As our explicit code example illus-
trates, the gradient evaluation procedures are handled
automatically by Tequila. Both states could also be optimized
by minimizing the square gradient of the energy expectation

value min
q

�
vhHiUðqÞ

vq


2

, a simplied strategy inspired by recent

developments in classical mean-eld theory.32 Using structures
from the code block above, the Tequila code block to directly
deal with gradients of objectives looks like
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
and the dE2 objective can be used within the minimize function
in the same way as illustrated above. The optimization will then
converge to the ground or excited state depending on the opti-
mization method and initial values. Note that gradient based
optimization methods will then actually evaluate the gradient of�
vhHiUðqÞ

vq


2

without further specications necessary. The

abstract objective for this gradient could however be obtained
in the same way as before using the tq.grad operation. In Fig. 2
we plot the surfaces of those objectives explicitly. In the example
code above we have illustrated how to evaluate the abstract
objectives at specic angles. More details can be found in the
online tutorials of Tequila.36 Note that the direct minimization
of the square of the gradient will in general not result in accu-
rate results for excited state calculations due to the presence of
at plateaus in the parameterized objective.65 More sophisti-
cated optimization protocols are necessary to develop robust
methods for this task providing good initial guesses and
leveraging more generalized objective functions. It works for
this basic illustration because of the simple shape of the one
dimensional potential energy surface (see Fig. 2) and we are
using it as a rst example where the gradient directly enters the
objective function in the hope that in can be the rst step for
future method development towards alternatives to amplitude
amplication based approaches.66

3.2 An Illustrative example

We will use a simple example to further illustrate some the
concepts of the last section. In particular we will demonstrate
that the simplied gradient evaluation scheme of eqn (19) is not
exact for complex wavefunctions. As a toy model we will use
a specic circuit for a hydrogen molecule in 4 spatial orbitals (6-
31G basis) – similar to the last section, just withmore orbitals in
and objectives with Tequila.

Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 3497–3508 | 3503



Fig. 3 An illustrative example: we show the gradients of the energy
expectation value for the hydrogen molecule in 4 spatial orbitals (6-
31G) with respect to a specific generator, preparing the wavefunctions
in a way that ensures overlap with the nullspace of the generator (see
main text). The underlying wavefunctions are real (top) and complex
(bottom) and the gradients are computed according to eqn (16) (fer-
mionic exact, Fig. 1 middle), where the two parts of the sum (G+ andG�
corresponding to a ˛ {+1,�1}) are also shown in the plots. The
approximated fermionic gradient (Fig. 1 bottom) is according to eqn
(19). The exact gradient in the qubit representation is computed by
automatic differentiation of the individual rotational gates in the
compiled circuit (Fig. 1 top).
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the model. Consider the fermionic excitation generator G0213

that will excite electrons from congurations |0011$$$$i to
|1100$i, where the $ can be arbitrary combinations of 0 and 1.
The nullspace of this generator is spanned by all congurations
whose bitstring representations do not start with 0011 or 1100.
Consider the quantum circuit

U ¼ sxð0Þsxð1Þe�i
1
2
G0213 e�i

1
2
G0411 e�i

1
2
A0213 ; (35)

with A ˛ {G,G+}. This circuit will prepare a superposition of the
congurations |11000000i, |00110000i and |00001100i and
depending on the choice of the generator A the wavefunction
will be real (A ¼ G) or complex (A ¼ G+) since the unitary
generated from A ¼ G+ will introduce a complex phase (see eqn
(13)) to all congurations that are part of its nullspace (here
|00001100i). Now we will add a parameterized unitary generated
by G0213 and take the expectation value with respect to the
electronic Hamiltonian

hHiUðqÞ; UðqÞ ¼ Ue�i
q
2
G0213 : (36)

The gradients of this expectation value computed with
different methods are shown in Fig. 3. For the complex wave-
function the approximate scheme where the two parts of the
sum in eqn (16) are considered to be equivalent leads to slight
deviations. This individual contributions to the exact gradient
are also shown in Fig. 3. For the real wavefunction the indi-
vidual contributions of G� are identical and the approximation
becomes exact.

3.3 Adapt VQE

Adaptive approaches iteratively increase the chain of excitations
in the total unitary by adding operators from a operator pool
through a, usually gradient based, screening process (see Fig. 4
for a high level overview). These type of algorithms have been
successfully applied in different avors like qubit-coupled-
cluster67–70 or adapt-vqe,35,71 which mostly differ in the way they
screen and construct operators. In these approaches, the
commutator between the Hamiltonian and the generator of
potential excitations is used in the screening process to
compute the gradient. In order to perform the actual optimi-
zation with gradient based methods on a quantum computer,
the commutator approach would only work for the gradient of
the operator added last to the unitary circuit. With an auto-
matically differentiable framework screening as well as opti-
mization can be treated in the same way. This allows for more
generalized adaptive growth procedures, where the adaptive
part is not restricted to be the trailing part of the quantum
circuit. In Fig. 5 we show some initial demonstrations
combining static and adaptive blocks (see Fig. 4 for an illus-
tration), using a restricted set of fermionic single and double
excitations for the static blocks, where the double excitations
are restricted to pair excitations in the same way as in the
UpCCGSD approach.54 As model systems we chose the H4/STO-
3G system as in ref. 54, with varying distance between the
individual H2 molecules, and the BeH2/STO-3G molecule, with
varying Be–H distance. By varying the corresponding distances
3504 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 3497–3508
we generate different problem instances that are representative
of electronic structure problems without being too specialized.
3.4 Excited adapt VQE

As another application we use a modied version of the adap-
tive ground-state algorithm in order to optimize excited states,
following the strategy applied in combination with the k-
UpCCGSD54 model of unitary coupled-cluster. A variational
quantum algorithm for bound excited states (states with nega-
tive energies) can be achieved sequentially by projecting out
previously solved solutions (see Fig. 4 for an illustration). Since
it is known how to prepare previously found solutions with the
unitaries Ui, the variational preparation of the target excited
state becomes equal to the minimization of

E ¼ hHiUðqÞ �
X
i

EihQþiU†
i
UðqÞ; (37)
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Initial applications for automatically differentiable unitary coupled-cluster: basic procedure for adaptive circuit construction (left).
Generalized framework combining adaptive and static blocks (middle). Sequential solver for excited states (right).
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where hOiU denotes the expectation value of the operator O with
respect to the wave function prepared by the unitary U and the
operator Q+ denotes the projector on the all-zero state

Qþ ¼ j0.0ih0.0j ¼ 5
N

Qþ: (38)

The second term of eqn (37) computes the square of the
overlap between the two wave functions, scaled by the energy of
the previous state, and ensures orthogonality to all previously
found solutions (see ESI†). Note that unbound states can in
principle also be found with this approach by replacing the
energies with large positive factors. Estimating overlaps like this
is an alternative approach to the computationally costly SWAP
test based strategies, originally proposed for excited state
solvers in ref. 72 and successfully applied for similar systems as
Fig. 5 Combining adaptive and static methods: combination of adaptive
double (D) excitations. Results are shown for H4/STO-3G(4,8) (top) and B
pair excitations for the D blocks (6 operators for H4 and 15 for BeH2). For t
UpCCD doubles and the residual set of operators. In the DAS approach
Excitations involving the 1s orbital of Be were not included into the stat
without the adaptive blocks.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
in this work by using imaginary time evolution in ref. 73. The
same strategy for overlap estimation could be applied success-
fully in the optimization of quantum optical setups.15 One
important property of the Q+ operator is that, other than for the
Hamiltonian H, all of its components naturally commute,
allowing simultaneous sampling of all terms within a single
run. Compared to the Hamiltonian H the additional measure-
ments coming from Q+ are negligible.

We combine the sequential strategy with adaptive solvers by
simply replacing the original objective function, which was just
the expectation value of the Hamiltonian, with eqn (37) and solve
sequentially for low lying excited states. In Fig. 6 we show some
results for H4 and BeH2. In the case of BeH2 we used the domi-
nant contribution of the lowest conguration interaction singles
solution as reference for the excited state calculation (see the ESI†
for explicit circuits) and for H4 we used the Hartree–Fock
ly growing unitaries (A) with static blocks of generalized single (S) and
eH2/STO-3G(6,14) (bottom). We used generalized doubles restricted to
he DAD results the generalized doubles block was split up into standard
the trailing doubles are replaced with generalized single excitations.

ic blocks D and S. The plots in the center show in addition the results
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Fig. 6 Adapt-VQE for ground and excited states: adapt-VQE results using automatic differentiation for the screening and the optimization for
ground and first excited state energies of H4/STO-3G(4,8) (left) and BeH2/STO-3G(6,14) (right). Except for the last point of the BeH2 excited state,
all points agree to millihartree accuracy with the corresponding exact solution (FCI) in the given basis set. See also Fig. 4. We included the special
point at distance 1.23 Å with a square configuration.
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reference for both calculations. The reason for this being that the
lowest lying electronic singlet state of H4 has the same irreducible
representation as the ground-state which is not the case for BeH4.
So this particular excited state of BeH4 could have also been
found with a ground-state algorithm with a symmetry restricted
pool of excitations. In both cases, we restricted the adaptive
optimization to stay within the singlet manifold, in order to avoid
collapsing to the lower lying triplet states. Note, that commutator
based screening techniques are not possible in this case since the
adaptive circuit is not the trailing part of the overlap expectation
value. In order tomake themwork, theU†

i unitaries would have to
be folded into the P0 operator, increasing the number of
measurements signicantly (see ref. 15 for a similar argument).
Such folding techniques are achieved in an iterative version of
qubit-coupled-cluster,68 using the properties of self-inverse qubit
generators. Eqn (14) could be employed to develop similar
strategies in the fermionic representation.
4 Conclusion and outlook

Variational algorithms are currently one of the most promising
applications on current and future quantum computers.
Quantum chemistry is one of the target elds of those algo-
rithms and expectations are high for new types of methods
developed within that framework. Analytical gradients for
unitary coupled-cluster type approaches can in principle be
computed on quantum computers, they come however with
high computational costs using standard techniques on the
qubit level. We developed the necessary techniques in order to
evaluate analytical gradients of general n-fold fermionic exci-
tation operators with a cost factor of 4 in general and factor of 2
for real wavefunctions. Our strategies to compile gradients can
be done entirely in the fermionic representation making it
independent of the used qubit mapping. The developed tech-
niques combined with Tequilas automatic differentiation
framework provide a testbed for quantum chemistry on
quantum computers where new ideas, like low-depth
approaches based on pair-natural orbitals55 or Krylov
3506 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 3497–3508
subspaces,74,75 can be prototyped and demonstrated in a black-
board fashion. Our implementation provides an easy to use,
automatically differentiable framework for unitary-coupled
cluster, that leverages state of the art high performance simu-
lators58,59 and is ready for emerging quantum computers. We
demonstrated initial applications for ground and excited state
calculations for small model systems where we extended
adaptive circuit construction schemes and, for the rst time,
applied them to excited state optimization.
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